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Laying the Foundations for Correctly 
Understanding the World

(Genesis 1)

Primeval History (Gen. 1:1–11:9)

T

truths about mankind and this world are set forth in this 

through the murder of Abel and there is the escalation of sin 
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truths concerning the character and role of human beings 

the basic truths laid out here then they will operate from 

Prologue: Creation (Gen. 1:1–2:3) 

The Character of God and Creation

1 The plural is explained as 

1.
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to bring things into existence and to make things happen (the 

and fashioning the earth to be a good place for mankind to 

T)hW
m!DB*r

B)hW

earth was not that they would be empty but that they would 

declaration is made throughout Genesis 1 at distinct stages 
of the work of creation and is made in a summary statement 

2

2. A. Bowling, "bAj (ToB)," in TWOT
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The Creation and Role of Mankind
a&D*m

4

There is much discussion concerning the meaning of ‘let 

6

 

9

3. Genesis 1–11:26, p. 160. 
4. Genesis 

p. 54. 
5. Waltke, Old Testament Theology, pp. 212-14 makes the best case for this 

view. 
6. Genesis, p. 61. 

The Book of Isaiah: Chapters 40–66 (Grand Rapids: 

8. Cassuto, Genesis Part 1, p. 55. 
9. Gesenius Hebrew Grammar 

Clarendon Press, 1910), sec. 124.g, n. 2 mentions this view but does not explain it. 
Gesenius’ grammar will be abbreviated GKC throughout the rest of the commentary.
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say that ‘in the creation of man a deliberating counseling 

10

11 

in the fact that only human beings are said to be created in the 

12

the animals in that humans are personal beings who are self-

of human beings to think and speak sets them apart from 

10. AUSS 13.1 

11. Genesis 1–11:26 Genesis Chapters 
1-17
include John Calvin, Commentaries on the First Book of Moses called Genesis (Grand 
Rapids: Baker, 1996), pp. 91-92 and John Currid, Genesis 1:1–25:18 (Darlington, 

12. David Atkinson, The Message of Genesis 1–11 
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14

not mean that human beings are free to exploit creation in 

13. Genesis, pp. 63-64) stresses the image as the spiritual 
and mental aspects of human beings with an emphasis on what is lost in the fall and 
restored in Christ. 

14. Genesis 1-11:26, p. 169) argues that the language of 1:26 

Psalm 8). 
15. Blaming the ecological crisis on the Christian view of dominion goes back 

Pollution and the Death of Man 

Science

guilt, I would say that the great modern exploitation of nature has taken place under 
the reign of liberal humanism in which man no longer conceives of himself as being 
under a creator, and in which therefore his place of dominance in the universe and 
his right to dispose of nature for his own ends is, unlike the situation of the Bible, 
unlimited' (Barr, Ecology and Religion in History
Treasures Old and New: Essays in the Theology of the Pentateuch [Grand Rapids: 
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that it is appropriate for human beings to use creation for 

16

beginning with the promise that one would come to crush the 

includes the promise of kings and the possibility of restoring 

and her kings do not exercise proper dominion because they 

the earth and participate in the reign of Christ by crushing 

16.
see Peter Singer, Animal Liberation Rethinking 
Life and Death 

 Bruce Waltke, Genesis 
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established when Christ comes again and we will reign with 

-

parallels the blessing of male and female for the purpose of 

is holy sets it apart not only for God but also for human be-

will become clear that human beings are also to enter into that 

the weariness of work and also the necessity of spiritual rest 

rest is established that human beings will imitate in honor of 

rest through the restoration of fellowship with mankind and 

both now through faith in Christ but also in the future when 
full rest will be restored in the presence of God in the new 

18.
WTJ 56 (1994): 1-21. 
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1

2

in modern society?
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God Provides Everything for Adam and Eve
(Genesis 2)

T

God 


